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Child-directed language – and how it informs the





Language documentation efforts are most often concerned with the adult lan-
guage and usually do not include the language used by and with children. Essen-
tial parts of the natural linguistic behaviour of communities thus remain undocu-
mented, and a growing body of literature explores what language documentation,
language maintenance, and language revitalization have to gain by including child
language and child-directed language.
This paper adds a methodological perspective to the discussion, arguing that child
language and child-directed language constitute data types that can inform our
understanding of the adult language. For reasons of feasibility, the paper focuses
on child-directed language only. Presenting data from two on-going language ac-
quisition projects (Qaqet from Papua NewGuinea and Dëne Sųłıné from Canada),
we illustrate how this data type provides insights into the metalinguistic knowl-
edge of adult speakers. After an introduction to child-directed language, three
case studies on the topics of variation sets, clarification processes, and discourse
context are exemplified from both languages and related to our understanding of
the adult language. Focusing on the potential of this data type, this paper argues
in favour of extending our documentation efforts to events involving children.
1. Introduction: The scope of the paper Over the past few years, we have seen
an increased interest in including child language and child-directed language within
the language documentation paradigm. This interest is based on a number of good
reasons (see below), and this paper explores one additional – methodological – reason
that is rarely discussed in the literature: how child-directed language1 can inform our
understanding of the adult language and the metalinguistic knowledge of adults. A
similar reason can be given for child language, too, but for reasons discussed later on,
the paper focuses on child-directed language only. The paper is situated partly in the
1This paper uses the term child-directed language in place of the more established term “child-directed
speech”, as it is neutral with respect to the modality, covering both spoken and signed languages. As will
be discussed in this paper, there is little information on child-directed speech in endangered languages; and
there is even less information on child-directed sign. Our own expertise is on spoken languages, and we
refer the interested reader to on-going research by Victoria Nyst on language socialization in deaf families
in Africa.
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literature that discusses extending the language documentation paradigm to include
children, and partly in the literature that discusses methodological issues and data
types. This first section gives a brief overview of relevant aspects of both literatures,
setting the scene for the more detailed discussion of child-directed language (§2) and
its potential for understanding the adult language (§3).
From the perspective of language documentation, the literature highlights twoma-
jor reasons for documenting both child language and child-directed language (Eisen-
beiß 2005; Anand et al. 2010; Kelly & Nordlinger 2014; Kelly et al. 2015; Hellwig
2019b). First, the language used by and with children constitutes observable linguis-
tic behavior in any community, i.e., its documentation fits squarely within the scope
of the language documentation paradigm. In the light of striving for comprehensive-
ness and representativeness in our documentary efforts (see e.g., Seifart 2008), an
extension to include children seems inevitable.
And second, over and above this truism, the documentation of inter-generational
language use is a resource for the development of future community-based language
strengthening programs, contributing to two essential areas in language maintenance
and revitalization: a better understanding of processes which lead to language shift,
as well as an understanding of communicative practices that typically facilitate lan-
guage learning in this kind of setting. Given that languages become endangered when
they are no longer being transmitted to the next generation (Grenoble & Whaley
2006), research into language acquisition and socialization in such contexts becomes
an important prerequisite for understanding the processes that underlie language en-
dangerment and loss. Such knowledge, in turn, is needed for developing strategies
to support communities in their language maintenance and revitalization efforts, and
to inform educational policies – for detailed examples of the possibilities, see espe-
cially the white paper by the Child Language Research & Revitalization Working
Group (2017) (see also Kelly et al. 2015; O’Grady & Hattori 2016). It is true that,
in many communities, the language has become endangered to such an extent that it
is no longer being acquired, and a documentation of its acquisition is thus no longer
possible. But it is equally true that, for many other communities, acquisition and
socialization in the community language (or languages) is still taking place – possibly
in a multilingual context, or even evolving together with a language of wider commu-
nication (see e.g., McConvell & Meakins 2005; O’Shannessy 2012 for the emergence
of mixed languages in this context).
Both reasons sketched out above motivate the increasing interest in child language
and child-directed language within the language documentation framework. This in-
terest from within language documentation is met by a complementary interest from
within another discipline, psycholinguistics. Psycholinguistics is interested in study-
ing the acquisition of a wide variety of languages, albeit for a different reason: to
enable crosslinguistic comparisons and discover universal aspects of language learn-
ing and processing. It is by now widely recognized that our generalizations about hu-
man language are based on a biased sample of languages from the so-called WEIRD
societies (i.e., Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, Democratic, a term coined by
Henrich et al. 2010; see also Evans & Levinson 2009). The extent of this bias differs
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across the different psycholinguistic disciplines, whereby the study of language acqui-
sition is the only one that can lay a claim to a cross-linguistic perspective. Its cross-
linguistic outlook is due to a small number of large-scale initiatives such as the clas-
sic series The crosslinguistic study of language acquisition (Slobin 1985–1997), the
Frog Story project (Berman & Slobin 1994; Strömqvist & Verhoeven 2004), the cre-
ation of CHILDES (Child Language Data Exchange System; MacWhinney 2000), or
the language socialization paradigm within anthropology (Schieffelin & Ochs 1986).
But despite this cross-linguistic tradition, Lieven & Stoll (2009:144) are forced to
remark that “[i]f we take all the acquisition studies together (experiments and longi-
tudinal studies), we know something about the acquisition of approximately 70 to
80 languages (i.e., approximately 1% of all the languages spoken today). This 1%
of languages also includes languages for which only one acquisition study of a single
feature exists […]” (see also Kelly & Nordlinger 2014). In the other psycholinguis-
tic disciplines, the cross-linguistic picture is even worse (see Anand et al. 2010 for a
survey; see Norcliffe et al. 2015 for language processing). This bias is particularly un-
tenable in the light of the central aim of all psycholinguistic research: to understand
universal aspects of language processing and learning, and to distinguish them from
language-specific aspects. Psycholinguistics thus has an intrinsic interest in extending
its research to more languages from across the world.
Given the above considerations, it is not unsurprising that there is a general push
both from language documentation and from psycholinguistics towards documenting
language use by and with children – depending on the discipline, the goal is either to
achieve a more comprehensive documentation that is not restricted to the adult lan-
guage, and/or to better understand the mechanisms of language shift and language
loss, and/or to broaden the database for our psycholinguistic generalizations. Despite
a general consensus, though, relevant documentation projects are still extremely few
and far between. The largest and most comprehensive such project is set within the
Chintang Language Research Program, which includes a strong language acquisi-
tion component led by Sabine Stoll and Elena Lieven (e.g., Stoll et al. 2012; Stoll &
Bickel 2013). Within the context of Sabine Stoll’s ACQDIV (Acquisition processes
in maximally diverse languages: min(d)ing the ambient language) project (Moran et
al. 2016), Dagmar Jung is currently constructing a child corpus of Dëne Sųłıné, a Dene
(Athapaskan) language, which also includes documentation components. We are fa-
miliar with a number of recent projects on Australian and Papuan languages that
integrate documentation and acquisition perspectives: Murrinhpatha (e.g., Forshaw
et al. 2017), Pitjantjatjara (led by Rebecca Defina), Ku Waru (e.g., Rumsey 2017),
Nungon (led by Hannah Sarvasy), and Qaqet (e.g., Hellwig to appear). And we are
aware of a handful of researchers starting or intending to start such research with
South American and African communities. Outside of the language documentation
paradigm, a number of large-scale projects investigate the acquisition of languages
from non-WEIRD societies, many of them having originated in the context of Dan
Slobin’s (1985–1997) crosslinguistic study of language acquisition. For overviews of
these projects and their impact, we refer the interested reader to Bowerman (2011),
Lieven & Stoll (2009), Slobin & Bowerman (2007), and Stoll (2009).
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It is very likely that this fairly small number of existing projects is due to numer-
ous methodological and ethical challenges (Kelly et al. 2015; Hellwig 2019b): to
comprehensively investigate the acquisition of any language, large amounts of data
need to be collected and processed, ideally with a longitudinal setup and ideally with
a good number of children (for discussions of sampling issues, see Tomasello & Stahl
2004). The studies mentioned in the above paragraph predominantly follow longitu-
dinal approaches and research several children, and more such studies are needed to
reduce the bias in our databases. However, it is also clear that the number of such
comprehensive projects will continue to remain small. Given the overall scarcity of
resources (in terms of budget, personnel, and time), there is of necessity a trade-off,
as documentation projects and communities have to weigh up interests and set prior-
ities. And while there are very good reasons to document child language, there are
equally good reasons to invest the scarce resources into different, equally important,
aspects of documentation.
But while the comprehensive study of language acquisition may be beyond the
possibilities of most documentation projects, it may still be possible to document
child language and child-directed language on a smaller scale. As outlined in the
summaries above, there are a number of good reasons for doing so. This paper, too,
argues in favour of including at least the documentation of child-directed language
in our documentation projects. More specifically, it does so by exploring one addi-
tional argument in its favour – an argument that has not featured prominently in
our discussions so far: the potential of child-directed language to enhance our under-
standing of the adult language. In a similar way, Eisenbeiß (2005) makes a good case
for including child language. The reason for our focus on child-directed language
is feasibility: although research into children’s developing knowledge of a language
will give insights into the adult language as well, its documentation tends to be much
more involved, entailing a long-term commitment and a team of researchers focusing
almost exclusively on this goal. The documentation of child-directed language, by
contrast, can be realistically integrated into many documentation projects, capitaliz-
ing on language documentation’s expertise with documenting observable linguistic
behavior, including different registers – with child-directed language being one of the
registers that we can realistically include in a documentation.
More generally, the focus of this paper ties into the methodological debate on the
role of different data types within language documentation. In his programmatic ar-
ticle, Himmelmann (1998:166) sketched out the scope of language documentation as
being centered around the linguistic practices and traditions of speech communities,
recognizing that “[they] are manifest in two ways: (1) the observable linguistic behav-
ior, manifest in everyday interaction between members of the speech community, and
(2) the native speakers’ metalinguistic knowledge, manifest in their ability to provide
interpretations and systematizations for linguistic units and events” [emphasis origi-
nal]. While the focus of documentary practice has perhaps been more of an elabora-
tion of the first manifestation, the second manifestation has not been neglected either,
as evidenced by the many discussions on the place of staged events and elicitation
sessions within the context of language documentation (e.g., Foley 2003; Lehmann
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2004; Seifart 2008; Lüpke 2009; Hellwig 2010; Majid 2011; Himmelmann 2012;
San Roque et al. 2012; Silva & AnderBois 2016; Lahaussois & Vuillermet 2018).
This paper situates itself within this overall methodological debate, and takes its spe-
cific inspiration from an intriguing comment found in a footnote in Himmelmann
(2012:197):
One anonymous reviewer raises the issue of whether and how the prac-
tices covered by the broad definition of metalinguistic proposed here can
be distinguished from the practices speakers engage in when interacting
with small children acquiring a language, which surely should be consid-
ered part of (many) speakers’ usual linguistic repertoire. This is an in-
triguing issue in need of further consideration. While there are certainly
similarities and overlaps between these two kinds of practices […], there
are also clear differences with regard to intensity, reflective stance, objec-
tification of linguistic units, and participant structure (adult–child, typi-
cally in kin relation, vs. adults who interact primarily in order to docu-
ment linguistic structures and practices). It is highly likely that at least
in some cultures and societies, metalinguistic skills displayed in linguistic
elicitation and experimentation build on everyday practices in adult-child
interaction. But I still believe that the differences are significant enough
not to include them in the same category.
The paper takes the above comment as its starting point and explores whether and
how the documentation of a specific “observable linguistic behavior” (child-directed
language) can shed light on the “metalinguistic knowledge” of adult speakers. As
Himmelmann (2012) sketched out above, we also do not assume that the metalin-
guistic skills displayed in child-directed language and those displayed in linguistic
elicitation are identical. However, we are interested in the possibility of metalinguis-
tic knowledge revealing itself in child-directed language, and thus in the potential
of child-directed language as constituting yet another valuable resource for investi-
gating such knowledge and thereby further enriching our documentary corpora and
descriptions.
This paper arose in the context of two longitudinal projects on documenting the
language used by and with children among the Qaqet of Papua New Guinea and
the Dëne Sųłıné of Canada. Despite a clear focus on language used by and around
children, both projects led to insights that significantly shaped our understanding
of the adult language – as an almost accidental by-product and much to our own
surprise.
The paper is structured as follows: §2 gives an introduction to child-directed
language, §3 presents the case studies, and §4 concludes this paper.
2. Speaking with children An important aspect of language acquisition research is
studying the input that children receive. This importance is recognized across differ-
ent theoretical frameworks. In a nativist model, it is assumed that the input is too
defective for children to acquire their language, thus necessitating the existence of
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an innate universal grammar, a “language acquisition device” – an assumption that
can only be substantiated by studying the input. In an interactionist model, it is as-
sumed that language learning takes place in the interaction between the child and her
environment, with the child drawing on her innate ability to cooperate and to com-
municate cooperatively – and input studies directly investigate these mechanisms of
learning.
Given its theoretical importance, the role of input has been extensively studied
in the acquisition literature. Early studies date back to the 1970s, focusing on the
description and characterization of a specific register: child-directed language (la-
beled “motherese” or “baby talk” in the early literature) (see especially the by now
classical volumes of Snow & Ferguson 1977 and Gallaway & Richards 1994, and
for a more recent systematic review Saint-Georges et al. 2013). This register is tied
to the function of communicating with young children (i.e., with interlocutors who
are linguistically and cognitively immature), and it is characterized through specific
structural features. These features and their functions are extensively explored in the
literature. Compared to adult-directed language, child-directed language tends to be
characterized by all or many of the following features: a predominance of short ut-
terances, which tend to be correct and complete, and with only a small proportion
of hesitations and errors; the presence of specific prosodic characteristics such as an
exaggeratedly large pitch range, a higher F0, a longer duration, and more pauses; the
use of a restricted vocabulary with reference to the here and now; the presence of a
nursery vocabulary; a high proportion of questions and imperatives; and – especially
– repetitions and variations in various disguises. It seems likely that such features fa-
cilitate the acquisition process, with, e.g., intonational phenomena helping to identify
word and phrase boundaries; a restriction to the here and now helping to learn words
meanings; or variations helping to learn grammar. Accordingly, the contemporary lit-
erature is centrally concerned with investigating possible correlations between the
features of child-directed language and the acquisition of these features by children.
While there are extensive discussions of child-directed language in the literature,
existing studies are biased towardsWestern languages, and – increasingly – the larger
Asian languages. As a result, we still know little about the universality of this register
and its features – an issue already addressed in the early literature (e.g., Lieven 1994;
see also Ferguson 1978). Nevertheless, studies that shed light on questions of univer-
sality do exist. Such studies not only come fromwithin psycholinguistics (see the next
paragraph for some studies), but also – and very importantly – from anthropological
research on language socialization (e.g., Ochs & Schieffelin 1984; Schieffelin 1985;
Schieffelin & Ochs 1986; Ochs 1988; Kulick 1992; Crago et al. 1993): they show
that there are considerable differences across cultures in the ways that adults interact
and talk with children, reflecting often very different ideologies about the develop-
ment of children and the role of adults in this process. These studies come from a
research tradition that differs in many respects from that of contemporary language
acquisition research: a strong focus on qualitative (rather than quantitative) methods,
including techniques of participant observation, and an overall interest in exploring
cultural ideologies and beliefs. As a result, reports about the non-universality of child-
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directed language are sometimes dismissed as “only” reflecting belief systems, but not
actual practice – arguing that some form of child-directed language is inevitable, since
“it is difficult to imagine how communication could be at all successful without resort-
ing to at least some of the characteristic features of Child Directed Speech” (Saxton
2009:80).
On the one hand, the above statement is probably true on one level: all anthro-
pological studies reporting on the absence of child-directed language simultaneously
report on the presence of other practices that are used in the interaction with young
children and that can be considered functional equivalents, e.g., the Kaluli in Papua
New Guinea employ a prompting routine (starting with the verb elema ‘say like that’)
that models utterances for the child (Ochs & Schieffelin 1996:86–87). But on the
other hand, it severely underestimates the extent of the attested variation. Given
that the number of cross-linguistic and cross-cultural studies still remains small, it
is impossible to comprehensively map this variation. Nevertheless, even the existing
small sample already provides counter-examples to most of the features proposed to
be characteristic of child-directed language. For example, Pye (1986:88) and Pye et
al. (2017:21) show that K’iche’ Mayan mothers continue to speak at their normal –
and sometimes even faster – speech rate and with a low F0, which is sometimes even
reduced to a whisper. More generally, there exists evidence for considerable varia-
tion in the learning environments (see, e.g., Crago & Allen 1997; Mastin & Vogt
2016; O’Shannessy 2015; Vogt et al. 2015; Shneidman & Woodward 2016; Cris-
tia et al. 2019): in many cultures, overheard language plays a much more prominent
role than child-directed language; triadic joint engagement (where child and caregiver
jointly interact over an object) is often less important than other types of engagement
(such as engagement over persons and the social world); interaction is frequently not
with a single principle caregiver (e.g., the mother), but with multiple caregivers, in-
cluding especially older children; dyadic interaction is less frequent than multi-party
interaction; and acquisition and socialization tend to take place in a multilingual soci-
ety, and only rarely in contexts of monolingualism or bilingualism within the family.
The effects of these considerable differences on language learning, and hence on
our theories of learning, remain to be seen. For now, what language documentation
can realistically contribute to this debate is a more solid foundation that maps the
extent of the variation: documenting how different cultures interact with their chil-
dren; investigating the presence or absence of a child-directed language register; de-
scribing its structural features (if present); and more generally researching how adults
and other children talk to, and interact with, young children. Such an effort would
not only be of relevance to psycholinguistics (contributing to our understanding of
universality and variation), but also to language documentation (documenting an ob-
servable linguistic behavior) and to language maintenance (documenting appropriate
communicative practices that facilitate language learning). And, as we hope to show
in the next section, such an effort would also enhance our understanding of the adult
language.
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3. Case studies This section presents a number of case studies with an aim to il-
lustrate the potential of child-directed language to shed light on our understanding
of the adult language. These case studies emerged in the context of two projects
documenting language acquisition and socialization. One project is set among the
Qaqet in Papua New Guinea. Qaqet is a Papuan language that is spoken by 15,000
speakers in the Gazelle Peninsula of East New Britain Province. In the remote inte-
rior mountains, the language continues to be strong, and children acquire it as their
first and dominant language. In the more accessible coastal regions, by contrast, the
language is rapidly giving way to the national lingua franca Tok Pisin, and children
acquire both languages simultaneously, with Tok Pisin being arguably the dominant
language. Our project follows a number of children aged 2 to 4 years from both
regions, creating a longitudinal corpus that allows us insights into the development
of individual children, and that enables a comparison of acquisition and socialization
within each sociocultural context and across the two contexts.
The other project is based in twoDëne Sųłıné communities in Northwestern Saska-
tchewan (Canada) where Dene is still the dominant language of daily interaction.
There are about 3,000 speakers in the two communities. Until recently all children
entering school would speak Dene, and bilingual language competence (Dene and
English) is still the norm. In the village school, school children now prefer English.
At the reserve school, Dene language use is at the tipping point towards a preference
of English, although the implementation of a transitional immersion program had
a stabilizing effect on language use (Jung et al. 2018). The Dëne Sųłıné Language
Acquisition Study (DESLAS) is a longitudinal project that has families record normal
interactions at home including children age 2 to 4. This corpus has been designed
according to the experiences with the Chintang language documentation project.
In a Western context, we can take it for granted that any project on language de-
velopment will be carried out against the background of a comprehensive knowledge
of the structure and use of the adult language, and that it will include native speaker
linguists. In a language documentation context, by contrast, either one is unlikely to
be the case (see Kelly & Nordlinger 2014 for a discussion of this issue in the context
of language documentation; see Demuth & Ellis 2009 for an appraisal of how their
extensive acquisition corpus of Sesotho shaped their understanding of the adult lan-
guage): our understanding of the adult language is bound to be limited, and native
speaker linguists are not always available. Furthermore, in the context of language
endangerment and shift, it is not always clear which language or which variety of a
language the children are actually acquiring.
This is also true of our projects: although both projects have a clear focus on
children, it was impossible to not develop insights into the adult language in parallel.
This happened on innumerable occasions – some of them shedding light on an isolated
word or morpheme only, but many having a more profound impact on our overall
understanding of the adult language. To give an idea of the possibilities, we have
chosen a number of illustrative examples, organized with respect to three properties
that are considered typical of child-directed language: insights emerging from the
prevalence of repetition and especially of so-called variation sets in child-directed
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language (§3.1), from the existence of clarification processes (§3.2), and from the
discourse context (§3.3). While the universality of child-directed language remains
an empirical question, some or all of these three properties are strong contenders for
having a wider cross-linguistic distribution.
3.1 Variation sets It has long been noted that the language from caregivers to young
children is characterized through repetitions, especially partial repetitions. Küntay &
Slobin (1996) have coined the term variation set for this phenomenon, defining it as
“partial repetitions of maternal utterances, with changes in lexical items, grammati-
cal morphology, and/or word order, maintaining a constant communicative intent”
(Küntay & Slobin 1996:267). Such sets serve a communicative function, as mothers
and other caregivers produce them in order to “attract and hold the child’s attention
until some kind of desired response is produced – either an action or a verbalization”
(Küntay & Slobin 2002:8). There are indications that variation sets are widespread
across the world’s languages (Slobin et al. 2010), and there is growing evidence that
they make up a large proportion of the input that children hear on a daily basis –
corpus studies show that such sets account for minimally 20% of a young child’s in-
put (Newport et al. 1977; Küntay & Slobin 1996; Onnis et al. 2008), becoming less
frequent as the child grows older (Gleitman et al. 1984; Wirén et al. 2016).
While the variation sets are produced for communicative reasons, they also (as a
non-intended by-product) facilitate language development: keeping the larger part of
an utterance constant enables the (child) learner to isolate lexical items and grammat-
ical structures through comparison and contrast across the entire set. The focus of
current research is on such developmental issues, showing quantitatively for selected
phenomena that variation sets in the input are, indeed, predictive of a (child) learner’s
later production.
At the same time, these structural properties make them of interest from the per-
spective of studying and understanding the grammatical properties of the adult lan-
guage. The caregivers choose to express a single meaning in a series of utterances
that differ formally from each other. And this means that variation sets allow us to
study the permutation possibilities of a language in a natural, non-elicited, context:
removing or adding a word or phrase gives us information about the combinatorial
possibilities and about the optionality of constituents; substituting one morpheme,
word, or phrase for another gives us information about their equivalence; and chang-
ing their ordering gives us information about variation in word and constituent order.
Such variation sets are very common in both our longitudinal corpora, and they
proved invaluable for our analysis of the adult language. We have selected three
examples of such sets in Qaqet and in Dëne Sųłıné to give a small impression of the
possibilities. Example (1) fromQaqet is directed from amother at her young daughter
(aged 2;1), intending her to blow on a smoldering fire to re-ignite the flames. After
the first utterance, her daughter moves towards the fire, starts to blow on it but gets
distracted, and the mother repeats her instructions another three times until she is
satisfied that her daughter carries out the action. While the mother’s intention thus
remains constant across her four utterances, the utterances themselves differ on a
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formal level. The subject (nyi ‘2SG’) and the verb root (is ‘blow’) do not change, but
the expression of the second participant differs – both in its form (as noun, pronoun,
or without overt expression) and in its syntactic status (as the object of two different
prepositions, or as an unmarked direct object).
In fact, this example encapsulates in a condensed form the entire complexity of
Qaqet argument structure (for details, see Hellwig 2019a:219–295). The Qaqet verb
lexicon is characterized through a high degree of compositionality: verbs often have
fairly general meanings, which are constrained through their combination with prepo-
sitions. For example, the verb is ‘blow’ (used in the first utterance) receives different
interpretations when combining with the prepositions te (preceding nouns) ∼ tem
(preceding pronouns) ‘PURP’ (blowing on a fire with the intention of igniting the
flame), met ‘in’ (smoking a cigarette, blowing a conch shell), or pet ‘on/under’ (suck-
ing half-heartedly on an object, and, more generally, acting prematurely on an object).
In addition, Qaqet has a large number of diachronically complex verbs that incorpo-
rate a former preposition as a suffix. For example, the verb istem ‘blow (to ignite a
flame)’ (used in the third and fourth utterance) incorporates the preposition te ∼ tem
‘PURP’. This lexicalization process is accompanied by formal changes, e.g., a preposi-
tion needs to be followed by an overt object, but a verb suffix (as in the third utterance)
does not; or prepositions cannot combine (with a few exceptions), but a verb suffix
can be followed by another preposition (e.g., by the preposition ne ‘from/with’, as
in the fourth utterance). The second utterance is structurally ambiguous – it could
either be analyzed as the complex verb istem plus an unmarked direct object, or as






















‘blow on the fire(wood) now’
(LONGYDS20150705_1 325.780 354.540)
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The understanding of Qaqet argument structure, as sketched out above, arose partly
through classic fieldwork techniques – analyzing the distribution of verbs in our adult
text corpus, and exploring the extent of the combinatorial and permutation possibili-
ties during elicitation sessions. But in addition, and to a not inconsiderable degree, it
benefitted from taking variation sets into account. Example (1) presents just one of
very many variation sets in our child corpus that feature argument structure alterna-
tions, thus giving us access to large numbers of naturally-occurring utterances which
are formally different, but semantically similar.
Example (2) from Dëne Sųłıné shows an interaction between a mother talking
with her son (2;4) and nephew about a puppy dog. We have chosen this example
to show a different kind of variation: here, the mother expands on the incomplete
utterances of her son, repeating and varying the verb forms of ‘to be gone’ (húlë) in
the first set, and the local specifications (wë́/juwë́ ‘over there’) in the second set. Verb
stems in Dene most often end in a vowel and contract with vocalic particles that
follow the verb sentence-finally. The patterns are very complex, making the identi-
fication of phonological processes and the recovery of underlying forms an analytic
challenge for the linguist. The variation sets in the child corpus now provide us with
many relevant examples, constituting a valuable data source for our analysis. In this
example, the mother varies between the statement húlë ‘it is gone’ and the question
húla ‘(what) is gone?’, a contraction of the verb form húlë and the content-question
marker ɂa. The child’s first mentions of the short forms lo and húlo at the beginning
could be instantiations of another verb/particle combination, the well-formed con-
tracted yes/no-question, húlë=o. After the exchange containing the variations of húlë,
the mother continues with a variation on the directional adverb (ju)wë́ ‘over there’ in




lo [child shows empty hands]
húlë
3SBJ-gone
‘mom, it is gone!’
M: haę̈
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‘you take a look over there, towards over there’
(deslas-BCR-2015-06-09-BCD)
The next example in (3) stems from the same situation a little bit later in the con-
versation, with the mother talking to her son about the puppy. The son is avoiding
the puppy in the living room. It illustrates yet another type of variation: formulaic
utterances, where part of the utterance is kept constant, but its referent changes (vary-
ing between 2SG and 3SG in this example). Here, the caregiver produces a number
of utterances featuring the same verb ł.ge ‘crawl’ with different inflections according
to person (second person subject and third person subject), grammatical tense/aspect
(perfective, imperfective plus future particle, and imperfective), and goal phrases (dis-






























‘hurry, you go this way away from him’
(deslas-BCR-2015-06-09-BCD)
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The examples in this section illustrate a well-known phenomenon in child-directed
language: the extensive use of variation. Such variations come in different types, and
we have chosen our examples accordingly: sometimes, variations are initiated by
the caregiver (as in example 1) and sometimes, they result from expansions of child
utterances (as in example 2); they can maintain a constant intention (as in examples
1 and 2), or they can be part of formulaic sequences that introduce, e.g., changes in
referents (as in example 3). This list is by no means exhaustive, but we hope that
the examples suffice to illustrate their potential for our understanding of the adult
language: corpora of child-directed language are likely to give us access to large
numbers of variations, thus allowing us to study the permutation possibilities in a
natural, non-elicited, context.
3.2 Simplification and clarification processes Research into child-directed language
has found many processes that could be described as simplifying the adult language,
“as in replacing difficult consonants with easy ones or eliminating inflections or re-
placing pronouns with proper names”, or as clarifying it, “as in speaking slowly,
clearly and with many repetitions” (Brown 1977:4). The existence of such processes
in the Western context is well documented, although there is some controversy over
their interpretation: it is by no means clear what simplification means, how it can
be measured, and whether child-directed language can really be characterized as a
simplified register. But from the perspective of this paper, the main point of interest
is the existence of such processes and what they reveal about the adult language. In
this context, Ferguson (1977:212–213) provides the following characterization:
The processes that derive simplified registers from adult speech […] are
not always simplifying in nature. Some processes are clarifying in that
they modify in the direction of greater redundancy, often by adding mate-
rial to the model. Sentences may be pronounced more slowly and articu-
lated more carefully; vowels normally reduced or elided may be supplied;
words, phrases or whole sentences may be repeated; ambiguous words or
near homophones may be replaced by synonyms; everything may be ut-
tered more loudly; ambiguous constructions may be paraphrased. Such
clarifying processes are part of the competence of all users of language
and occur outside simplified registers. Details vary across languages and
indeed across registers in the same language. For the linguist they are of
special interest in the cues they offer for basic ‘underlying’ forms and they
raise the old issue of ‘clarity norm’ versus ‘frequency norm’ […].
Ferguson’s observation speaks directly to the issue raised in the introduction of this
paper: these ‘simplifying’ and ‘clarifying’ skills displayed by adults when speaking
with young children are, indeed, reminiscent of the skills displayed by native speakers
when explaining the structure of their language to the linguist researcher.
The universality of such ‘simplifying’ and ‘clarifying’ processes in child-directed
language is unclear, but, where they occur, they provide insights into the adult lan-
guage. We illustrate this phenomenon with two examples from our corpora.
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The first example comes from Qaqet phonology. In Qaqet, the three voiceless
stop phonemes /p/, /t/, and /k/ are lenited to [β] (written <v> in the orthography), [ɾ]
(written <r>), and [ɣ] ∼ [ʝ] (written <q>) in intervocalic environments. For example,
the name Qaqet is phonologically /kakət/: the second /k/ always occurs intervocali-
cally and therefore inevitably lenites to [ɣ]; while the first /k/ is usually preceded by a
vowel-final article, and therefore also usually lenites to [ɣ], e.g., aqaqet [aɣaɣət] ‘the
Qaqet people’.
Lenition is widespread and automatic, and it is only blocked in the case of gemi-
nated plosives. Nevertheless, there are exceptions. This concerns a good number of
individual lexemes, including all known loanwords, e.g., apusi ‘cat’, atapiuk ‘cassava’,
or akap ‘cup’ (fromTok Pisin pusi, tapiok, and kap). It also concerns the verb lexicon
where the opposition between the stem-initial voiceless stop and its lenited counter-
part conveys an aspectual distinction between a continuous and a non-continuous
meaning, e.g., kapileng ‘he woke him up (CONT)’ vs. kavileng ‘he woke him up
(NCONT)’, katal ‘he carried it (CONT)’ vs. karal ‘he carried it (NCONT)’, or kakarlu
‘he shouted (CONT)’ vs. kaqarlu ‘he shouted (NCONT)’. That is, some of the lenited
consonants have to be analyzed as allophones of the voiceless plosives, while others
have to be analyzed as phonemes in their own right – and it is not always straight-
forward to determine the phonemic status of a lenited sound. The main challenge
here is posed by the root-initial consonant of nouns. Nouns are always preceded
by a vowel-final article, even in their citation form, and their root-initial consonant
thus always occurs intervocalically, i.e., in an environment where a voiceless plosive
would surface lenited. Table 1 illustrates this problem with the help of the article a
‘noun marker’. In the case of the root-initial consonant being a voiced plosive, nasal,
or liquid (as in the first three rows), the structure of the underlying form is straight-
forward. But in the case of the citation form containing a lenited consonant (as in
the last three rows), it is impossible to be certain about its phonemic status: is it an
allophone of the voiceless plosive, or is it a phoneme?
Table 1. Qaqet nouns




Breadfruit aβas a=pas? a=βas?
Taro arim a=tim? a=rim?
Frog aɣəlmin a=kəlmin? a=ɣəlmin?
In the adult language, there are very few contexts where the underlying consonant
would surface. The main such context is the vocative, as vocative forms can (but
do not have to) occur without a preceding article. Example (4) features the vocative
kəlmin ‘Frog!’, thus revealing that [aɣəlmin] ‘frog’ in Table 1 above is underlyingly
/a=kəlmin/.
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‘Frog, where are you?’
(R12ADNFrog 9.535 11.265)
Even though the vocative context reveals the underlying form, it turned out to be
impossible to use it as a diagnostic in elicitation sessions: speakers were only prepared
to use it with animate (preferably human) referents, and they were understandably
very reluctant to use or accept it with inanimate referents – i.e., with the vast majority
of the nominal lexicon.
Fortunately, the underlying consonants are also revealed in a second context: in
child-directed language. This is the only context where adults regularly omit arti-
cles, thus allowing the initial consonant of noun roots to occur at the beginning
of words. This is illustrated with example (5) by means of the word aquukuka ‘a
sweet potato’. The adult pronunciation would be [aɣuukuka] (from /a=kuukuk-ka/
‘NM=sweet.potato-SG.M’): the first /k/ always lenites to [ɣ] in the intervocalic envi-
ronment following an article, the second /k/ unexpectedly never lenites (it is one of
the lexical exceptions to the lenition rule), and the last /k/ is underlyingly geminated,
and thus does not lenite either. In her first utterance, YDS (aged 2;0) has just spot-
ted a sweet potato and points it out to her mother AMT. AMT acknowledges it, and
models the word consisting of the root plus the appropriate noun class suffix – but
she omits the article, which would normally be obligatory in this context. As a re-
sult, the underlying initial k surfaces. YDS repeats her pronunciation of the word,
and then her older brother YRA (aged 3;2) chimes in, producing a morphologically
correct form (including an article), but not leniting the initial k – an adult, even in
child-directed language, would have lenited k in this context. Indeed, the acquisition
of lenition is quite protracted in Qaqet, and even older children show considerable
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While the omission of articles is common in Qaqet child-directed language, it is not
inevitable: there are many contexts where adults do produce articles. Nevertheless,
it is the only known register where the omission of articles occurs with any frequency,
thus constituting a natural context for underlying forms to surface. It even became
possible to capitalize on this knowledge when eliciting nouns: asking speakers to
imagine using a noun when talking to a child worked much better than asking speak-
ers to imagine using it as a vocative.
The next example is from Dëne Sųłıné where a mother is talking to her child: a
usually fused enclitic (expressing negation) is separated from the verb to clarify the
stem vs. particle parts. In this instance, the combined expression verb plus nega-
tive enclitic is used by the mother first (narı́t’eĺa), but is then immediately repeated
as separate words (narı́t’a ɂı́lë), allowing the negation particle (h)ı́lë/(ɂ)ı́lë ‘not, it is
not’ to surface in its underlying form – a form that has undergone considerable mor-
phophonological changes in the fused form. This example nicely illustrates the com-
plexities of Dëne Sųłıné morphology and phonology: a negated classificatory verb
denoting a single compact object (something that bothers her daughter and that is
stuck on her clothing) is used in the reversative aspect (na-) causing a middle voice
derivation (t-), a common association in the grammar of Dene languages. When a
stem-final vowel (in this case /-a/) and the enclitic-initial high-toned vowel /í-/ occur
together in typical conversational speech, the vowels assimilate resulting in one high-
toned vowel “shared” by verb stem and negative enclitic, resulting in this case in [é]
(a half-closed unrounded front vowel).2 The mother uses this fused construction first.
When the child does not understand, she repeats it by producing the verb and the
negation as separate words, also adding a declarative particle. When the daughter
still does not react and continues with her action, the mother just says ‘no’ (in the




‘it doesn’t come off’
2The vowel written as <ë> varies phonetically between an epsilon and a schwa, and is the vowel commonly
used in affixes. <e> in this variety of Dene tends towards a pronunciation as long vowel or diphthong [ei],
preserving its history as heavy (dual) vowel in assimilative positions.
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Both Qaqet and Dëne Sųłıné exhibit complex morphophonological processes that
obscure the identity of underlying forms. In child-directed language, by contrast, un-
derlying forms frequently surface in both languages. In the case of example (5), they
surface because Qaqet speakers can omit otherwise obligatory articles in this register.
And in the case of example (6), they surface because Dëne Sųłıné speakers adopt a
more careful articulation. Comparable simplification and clarification processes are
attested at various structural levels in our two child corpora, and are known to be
typical features of this register in different languages. In fieldwork contexts, we tend
to obtain such information in the context of elicitation sessions. In child-directed
language, such processes are observed to occur naturally, thereby shedding light on
the adult language.
3.3 Discourse context Language learning takes place in an interactive environment,
with interactional factors shaping the child’s growing understanding of her language.
As forcefully argued by Küntay & Slobin (2002), studying input and child-directed
language necessarily means studying interaction, pragmatics, and discourse context
(see also Levinson 2006 for a more general framework placing human interaction at
the roots of human sociality, and thus according the study of its structure a central
role). In both our projects, the interactive nature of child-directed language gave us
insights into morphosyntactic phenomena of the language.
InQaqet, the adult corpus contains a small number of discontinuous noun phrases.
For example, the interrogative adverbial naqua ‘from where’ occurs between the
demonstrative and the head noun in (7). Such examples are uttered under a single in-
tonation contour, i.e., there are no prosodic indications that would suggest an analysis
in terms of two noun phrases in apposition, with e.g., amaguleng ‘the malay apples’
in (7) being added as an afterthought (along the lines of ‘and those ones are from
where, the malay apples?’). Research on Australian languages (e.g., McGregor 1997;
Schultze-Berndt & Simard 2012; Verstraete & Louagie 2016) suggests that such dis-
continuities find their explanation in discourse and information structure. But while
the adult Qaqet corpus does contain enough examples to be sure that discontinuity
is a robust phenomenon, it was impossible to determine any conditioning factors –
largely because the corpus still contains too few relevant examples.
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‘and those malay apples are from where?’
(N11AAGSiriniLobster2 12.234 13.522)
Our child corpus, by contrast, contains a large number of discontinuous noun phrases,
thus allowing us to investigate their distribution in more detail. One salient context
for their occurrence is exemplified in (8) (a continuation from example 1 above).
The mother instructs her daughter (aged 2;1) to put some more logs onto the fire.
In her first utterance, she does not overtly mention the ‘logs’, and instead resorts
to an indefinite pronoun marked for neuter noun class. Qaqet has eight different
noun classes, and it is a common discourse strategy among adults to not introduce
participants by means of lexical nouns, but by means of pronominal forms that are
marked for noun class. In the context of fire-making, the use of the neuter noun
class is enough for a competent adult speaker to pick out the intended referent (the
logs). But children are not yet competent speakers, and the daughter cannot pick
out the referent and has to check back. This then is one important context where
discontinuity arises: the mother adds the lexical noun to the right of the predicate,
thus creating a discontinuous noun phrase consisting of an indefinite determiner (in






















‘there are other logs over here’
(LONGYDS20150705_1 361.510 365.205)
On the basis of the child corpus, it thus became possible to investigate the distribu-
tion of discontinuous noun phrases and to identify a number of discourse contexts
that triggered their use, e.g., the clarification context illustrated in (8) above occurs
frequently in our child corpus, but only rarely in our adult corpus. Without access to
this interactional data, we would only have known about the existence of discontin-
uous phrases, but not about their distribution.
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Similarly, our analysis of Dëne Sųłıné benefited from the interactional nature of
the child data. One intriguing area of the categorization of events in this language
is the classificatory verb system (which the whole Dene language family is renowned
for). Dëne Sųłıné distinguishes nine different verb stems that combine with a wealth
of derivational morphology to distinguish the handling and positioning of different
types of classes of objects according to their animacy, shape, consistency, and num-
ber (such as long, compact, fabric-like, mushy, etc.; Kasyon 1997). These distinctions
are well established, and adult speakers of the language are very aware of them. A
second distinction is less obvious: controlled vs. uncontrolled handling that also en-
tails polite vs. impolite and related secondary meanings (see Davidson et al. 1963;
Rice 1989 for the related language Dene (Slave)). These uncontrolled classificatory
verbs are less prominent, and less easy to elicit, even with appropriate contexts. Cor-
respondingly there are controlled and uncontrolled manners of motion. Oftentimes
they seem to the linguist to be lexicalized due to the infrequent occurrence of these
meanings in words such as ‘slide’. But, in our natural discourse contexts, they are
used more often, and luckily for the linguist the appropriate situations are right there
in the documented video recordings. In the case of the child-directed language in (9)
below, for example, the mother is holding the beam of the swing set, while the chil-











‘I’ll hold this (beam of swing set) so then it doesn’t tip over’
(deslas-BCR-2016-07-10-C)
The phenomena discussed in this section differ from those discussed in §3.1 and
§3.2. The previous two sections have illustrated cases where child-directed language
allowed us to study phenomena in a natural context that we normally study by means
of elicitation. The phenomena in this section, by contrast, do not easily lend them-
selves to elicitation. To some extent, we would have been able to discover them in
adult corpora, too, provided that they feature interactional genres. But there are
two reasons why child corpora are specifically suited for such investigations. On the
one hand, child corpora are necessarily interactive, i.e., any child corpus is bound
to contain a good amount of interactive data. Adult corpora, by contrast, contain
a mixture of genres and are frequently biased towards monological genres. On the
other hand, communication with immature interlocutors relies heavily on real-world
contexts, potentially bringing out discourse strategies more clearly. Specifically, in the
case of example (8), situations where interlocutors demonstrate their lack of under-
standing are very frequent in our child corpus, but almost absent in our adult corpus.
And in the case of example (9), situational contexts of certain types, such as e.g.,
uncontrolled handling and concomitant meaning nuances, feature more prominently
in the recorded interaction with children than what can be found in a more typical
interactive adult situation.
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4. Conclusions As discussed in the introduction to this paper, both the fields of lan-
guage documentation and of psycholinguistics have a strong interest in documenting
child language and child-directed language in communities around the world. But de-
spite this common interest, there are still very few language documentation projects
that purposely include language used by and with children. Given the overall scarcity
of resources, coupled with the methodological challenges involved in conducting such
a project, it cannot come as a surprise that many documentation projects decide to
focus on other, equally important, aspects of language use.
This paper argues for making the effort of including at least the documentation of
child-directed language into our projects, showing with the help of three case studies
that this register constitutes a rich data source with considerable potential for giving
insights into the adult language, thus enhancing the quality of our documentations
and descriptions. While the paper focuses on one benefit only (the better understand-
ing of the adult language), this is by no means the only benefit. As summarized in
the introduction, other benefits for language documentation include a more compre-
hensive documentation (that includes an up to now under-documented register) and
the creation of an invaluable resource, which can support language maintenance and
revitalization efforts subsequently. The benefits for psycholinguistics include a better
understanding of the extent and limits of variation in child-directed language. Even-
tually, the documentation of this register in different socio-cultural contexts around
the world is likely to have implications for theories of language learning, but this can
only be the second step, necessitating dedicated studies later on. A first step would
be to map cross-linguistic variation. When research into child-directed language in
the Western world commenced, Garnica (1977:64) phrased the challenge as follows:
There are two questions relating to the verbal input to the child and his
language development. First, what are the linguistic characteristics of
speech addressed to the child? This is a purely descriptive question but
necessarily preliminary to the second question: what features of the ver-
bal environment are critical for learning language? Certainly, the latter
question is more relevant to a theory of language development and, more
broadly, to the problem of cognitive development. Its answer, however,
depends significantly on the answer to the first question.
Four decades later, language documentation is in a very strong position to continue
and expand these efforts, with results that benefit both disciplines, language docu-
mentation and psycholinguistics. Different from forty years ago, the language docu-
mentation framework will ensure that this register and its cross-linguistic variation
is not just described, but documented.
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